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ABSTRACT 

Fully swollen montmorillonite/alginate/Ca2+ (Ca2+-MtAlg) nanocomposites with a specific 

chemical composition are expected to show well-ordered microstructure, excellent 

mechanical properties, unique optical properties and solvent sensitivities. Inspired by nacre, 

Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite hydrogel films with high montmorillonite mass contents (≥ 20%) 

were synthesised by solution casting, followed by subsequent ionic crosslinking. The fully 

swollen Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite films were mechanically flexible and stable in water. By 

regulating the relative content of alginate and Mt, it was possible for the hydrogel films to 

reach a high tensile strength of 28 MPa. Ca2+-MtAlg hydrogel films also showed acceptable 

transparency and high efficiency in blocking ultraviolet light. Furthermore, they 

demonstrated solvent sensitivity; the hydrogels lost water in either methanol or acetone, the 

one with an Mt/Alg mass ratio of 1:4 coiled seriously in acetone while those with a lower 

mass ratio were more stable in either methanol or acetone. Overall, Ca2+-MtAlg 

nanocomposite hydrogel films have the potential for use in stimuli-responsive load-bearing 

biomedical applications, skin care and beyond.  

 
Keywords: clay mineral/polymer nanocomposite hydrogel; montmorillonite; fully swollen 
state; mechanical properties; UV-proof; solvent-sensitivity. 
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1. Introduction 

      Clay mineral/polymer nanocomposites (CPNs) have been developed for years since the 

montmorillonite (Mt)/nylon 6 nanocomposites were first synthesised by Toyota Research 

Centre (Usuki et al., 1993). Single layers of Clay minerals such as Mt are known to have 

large aspect ratios and superior mechanical properties (Chen and Evans, 2006). CPNs have 

drawn considerable attention as by dispersing a small mass content of clay mineral (lower 

than 10 wt.%) into the polymer matrix, the mechanical properties and barrier properties can 

be significantly improved in respect to those of the neat polymer (Giannelis, 1998; Okada and 

Usuki, 2007). However, the mass content of clay mineral in CPNs was usually limited to be 

under 10% because when a higher amount of clay mineral was incorporated, the dispersion 

could be worse and thus deteriorate the performance (Chen, 2004; Chen et al., 2008). 

      Nacre-mimetics paved a promising way for synthesising CPN with high amounts of clay 

mineral (Mayer, 2005). By the ordered alignment of the inorganic building blocks, ultrahigh 

Young’s modulus and tensile strength could be achieved (Fratzl et al., 2007). There were 

many methods for mimicking nacre, such as layer-by-layer assembly (Tang et al., 2003), 

vacuum filtration (Yao et al., 2010) and solution casting induced self-assembly 

(Kochumalayil et al., 2012). Montmorillonite, as an interesting inorganic filler with a single 

layer thickness of ~1 nm (Chen and Evans, 2004), has been utilised for making nacre-

mimicking bionanocomposite materials with polymers such as chitosan (Yao et al., 2010) by 

solvent evaporation induced self-assembly method. The resultant materials displayed a 

unique ordered microstructure and excellent mechanical properties. The obtained Mt/chitosan 

nanocomposite films, with a high Mt mass content of 76%, a Young’s modulus of 10.7 GPa, 

a tensile strength of 76 MPa and a low strain at break of 0.97% were achieved. 

      Alginates (Algs), a kind of polysaccharides which are abundant in brown algae, are made 

of (1–4)-linked β-d-mannuronic acid units and α-l-guluronic acid units (Norajit et al., 2010). 
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G blocks of the adjacent alginate polymer chains can be efficiently crosslinked through the 

ionic bonding by multivalent cations such as Ca2+ (George and Abraham, 2006). They are 

widely used in the areas of food packaging (Abdollahi et al., 2013), drug delivery (Tonnesen 

and Karlsen, 2002) and enzyme carrying (Gorenek et al., 2004) because of the excellent 

biocompatibility (Kim et al., 2011) and biodegradability (Schaumann and Weide, 1990). 

However, poor mechanical and gas barrier properties, as well as low stability in water, limit 

their application in the aquatic environment (Rhim, 2004). In order to overcome these 

drawbacks, Mt/Alg nanocomposites were developed. It was reported previously that based on 

the Velcro effect, the tetrahedral SiO4 geometry and OH groups of Mt layers are likely to 

form dense hydrogen bonding networks with many hydrophilic polymers such as poly(vinyl 

alcohol), chitosan and Alg (Podsiadlo et al., 2007). In particular, Alg is known to be able to 

form dense hydrogen bonds with Mt layers because it is rich in oxygen containing functional 

groups such as −OH, −COO, and –O– (Bhattarai et al., 2006). Mt/Alg nanocomposite dry 

films with an Mt mass content below 5% were reported recently (Abdollahi et al., 2013; 

Alboofetileh et al., 2013; Tezcan et al., 2012). By incorporating a low mass content of Mt (< 

5%), the water solubility of Mt/Alg nanocomposite films could be reduced by 40%, 

illustrating much better stability in water than that of the conventional Alg dry films 

(Abdollahi et al., 2013; Alboofetileh et al., 2013). With the incorporation of 3 wt.% Mt in 

respect to Alg, tensile strength of the nanocomposite dry film could reach 28 MPa, which was 

55% higher than that of the neat Alg dry film (Alboofetileh et al., 2013). As for the optical 

properties, the incorporation of Mt did not significantly reduce the transparency of Alg film, 

and the resultant nanocomposite films could effectively inhibit the transmittance of UV light 

(Abdollahi et al., 2013; Alboofetileh et al., 2013; Tezcan et al., 2012). Mt/Alg 

nanocomposites with high clay mineral mass contents (≥ 50%) were also investigated 

(Zlopasa et al., 2015). By the solution evaporation induced self-assembly method, highly 
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ordered microstructure was obtained in the dry films. It was believed that while both Alg 

chains and Mt surface are negatively charged, the unique nacre-mimicking structure could be 

achieved by the electrostatic interaction between negatively charged Alg chains and 

positively charged Mt edge which restricted the movement of Mt layers during solution 

casting (Zlopasa et al., 2015). However, the mechanical properties of these Mt/Alg 

nanocomposite films fully soaked in water were not studied so their stability in water is 

unknown.       

      Due to the high solubility of Alg in water, full or partial dissolution of Mt/Alg films in 

water is inevitable. However, Alg becomes insoluble in water when G-blocks of Alg chains 

are ionically crosslinked by Ca2+ (George and Abraham, 2006). Insoluble Ca2+-MtAlg 

nanocomposite films were synthesised by immersing the solution cast Mt/Alg films in CaCl2 

solution (Vale et al., 2005). In this case, a low Mt mass content of 3% was applied, and the 

barrier property against benzaldehyde was found to be significantly improved. Recently, 

nacre-like Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite films with high Mt mass contents (up to 70%) from the 

work of Liang et al. (2016) (L-Ca2+-MtAlg) were synthesised from the Ca2+ pre-crosslinked 

Mt/Alg turbidity by vacuum-assisted filtration method. The dry L-Ca2+-MtAlg films could 

achieve a high tensile strength of 280 MPa and a high toughness of 7.2 MJ m-3, over 1.5 

times of those of Mt/Alg nanocomposite films without Ca2+ crosslinking. Besides, dry L-

Ca2+-MtAlg films also showed a remarkable tensile strength of 170 MPa at 100 oC. Excellent 

fire-retardant properties and strong shape response to alcohols were also achieved. However, 

the mechanical properties of these Mt/Alg/Ca2+ nanocomposite films fully swollen in water 

were not reported. 

      Inspired by the previous studies, this work aimed to synthesise Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite 

films with high Mt mass contents (≥ 20% based on the dry nanocomposites) by solution 

casting followed by ionic crosslinking. Unlike the previous results which focused on the 
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mechanical properties of the dry Mt/Alg nanocomposites, it was hypothesised in this study 

that the Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite films, with a high mass content of Mt (≥ 20%) and the in 

situ Ca2+-crosslinked Alg network, would be capable of showing well-ordered microstructure 

and excellent mechanical properties under the fully swollen state in the aquatic environment, 

because of Ca2+-Alg ionic crosslinking, Mt-Alg hydrogen bonding, Mt edge-Alg electrostatic 

interaction and Ca2+-Mt surface electrostatic interaction. With varying Mt/Alg ratios, the 

fully swollen Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite films could display distinct optical properties and 

solvent sensitivity due to their different microstructures. These nanocomposite films might 

serve in stimuli-responsive load-bearing biomedical applications, skin care and beyond. 

 

2. Materials and methods 

2.1. Materials 

      Sodium alginate (Alg), with a purity of 99%, viscosity (1% in water, viscosity at 25 oC ≥ 

0.015 Pa s), molar mass (12000~40000, determined by gel permeation chromatography), 

mannuronic/guluronic ratio (1.6, determined by proton nuclear magnetic resonance), and 

calcium chloride anhydrous (CaCl2) with a purity ≥ 96.0% were purchased from Sigma 

Aldrich.  Sodium montmorillonite (product name: BH Natural, denoted as Mt, chemical 

formula: 3.36H2O·Na0.41Al3.53Mg0.46Si8O20(OH)4) with a cation exchange capability of 90 

meq (100 g)-1 was supplied by Blackhill Bentonite LLC (Wyoming). Methanol (assay ≥ 

99.8%) and acetone (assay ≥ 99%) were provided by Fisher Scientific.  

2.2. Preparation of Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite films 

      15 g Mt was dispersed in 1 L distilled water for 24 h on a table roller. It was followed by 

30 min’ sonication by and another 24 h’ standing settling. Then the unexfoliated clay mineral 

precipitate was separated, dried and weighed so that the exfoliated Mt layers in the 
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supernatant were collected and their concentration of Mt was calculated to be 0.012 g mL-1 

(Su et al., 2017).  

      The process of synthesizing Alg and its nanocomposite films was described below. 

Typically, a predetermined amount of Alg (0.8 g) was dissolved in distilled water to prepare a 

solution with an Alg content of 0.010 g mL-1 by stirring for 3 h at ambient temperature. Then 

the predetermined amount of Mt dispersion (16.7 mL) containing 0.2 g Mt layers was added 

to the Alg solution drop by drop under stirring. The mixed Mt/Alg dispersion was diluted to a 

solid concentration of 0.010 g mL-1 which was further stirred for 24 h to achieve 

homogeneous dispersion.  Afterward, the Mt/Alg dispersion was poured into polystyrene 

petri dishes and allowed to dry in an oven at 60 oC until the mass stayed constant. Finally, the 

as-prepared Mt/Alg nanocomposite film was peeled off from the petri dishes, denoted as 

Mt2Alg8 where 2 and 8 refer to ten times of the masses of Mt and Alg respectively. 

Following the same procedure, Mt3Alg7 (Mt/Alg = 0.3 g/0.7 g) and Mt5Alg5 (Mt/Alg = 0.5 

g/0.5 g) were also prepared. Therefore, the mass ratios of Mt/Alg were varied to be 1:4, 3:7 

and 1:1. The total mass of solid and the solid concentration of the mixture for solution casting 

were fixed at 1 g and 0.010 g mL-1. These Mt/Alg nanocomposite films were readily soluble 

in water. Alg films were also prepared for comparison by the same method with the 0.010 g 

mL-1 Alg solution without using Mt dispersion, denoted as Alg10. 

      Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite films were prepared by submerging the as-prepared Mt2Alg8, 

Mt3Alg7 and Mt5Alg5 films in a 0.3 M CaCl2 solution for 24 h to reach the equilibrium 

swelling state (Vale et al., 2005; Yang et al., 2013). All the Ca2+-MtAlg films were then 

immersed in distilled water for another 24 h to remove excess Ca2+ (Vale et al., 2005). The 

obtained fully swollen Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite hydrogel films were denoted as Ca2+-

Mt2Alg8, Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 and Ca2+-Mt5Alg5, respectively. For comparison, the as-prepared 

Alg10 films were submerged in CaCl2 solution and then immersed in distilled water to make 
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Ca2+ crosslinked Alg hydrogel films, denoted as Ca2+-Alg. Ca2+-MtAlg and Ca2+-Alg films 

were either kept in distilled water or freeze-dried by the FreeZone Triad Cascade Benchtop 

Freeze Dry System from LABCONCO under vacuum at -15 oC for 2 d for future tests. In 

order to compare with Ca2+-Mt3Alg7, some of Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 and Ca2+-Alg films were dried 

and kept in an oven at 60 oC, denoted as D-Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 and D-Ca2+-Alg, and so were Mt 

dispersion, Alg and Mt7Alg3 films for future tests.  

      In addition, some materials following the previously reported methods were made for 

comparison. Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite films with a Mt/Alg mass ratio of 3:97 were 

prepared by the same method of Vale et al (2005), denoted as V-Ca2+-Mt3Alg97. Ca2+-MtAlg 

nanocomposite films with a Mt/Alg mass ratio of 3:7 were prepared following the method of 

Liang et al (2016), denoted as L-Ca2+-Mt3Alg7. Mt/Alg/glycerol nanocomposite films with a 

Mt/Alg/glycerol mass ratio of 3:7:1.75 were synthesized following the method of 

Alboofetileh et al (2013), denoted as A-Mt3Alg7Gly1.75. These nanocomposite films were 

immersed in distilled water for 24 h to reach the equilibrium swelling state for future use. 

2.3. Characterisation 

      X-ray diffraction (XRD) was carried out in the transmission mode by a STOE STADI P 

(Cu Kα) diffractometer. The incident X-ray wavelength, scan rate and step size were set to be 

0.154 nm, 1.0 o min-1 and 0.02 o, respectively. Fourier transform infrared (FTIR) 

spectroscopy was carried out using a Spectrum 100 spectrophotometer (PerkinElmer) in the 

wavenumber region from 4000 to 600 cm-1 with a resolution of 1 cm-1. The samples were 

grinded into powders, put on a diamond ATR sensor and compressed. Before each test, a 

background scan was run first. Each sample was scanned for 8 times. 

      The tensile tests were conducted on a Hounsfield mechanical test equipment LTD 

according to ISO 527. The test samples were cut into dog-bone shape with a gauge length of 

25 mm and a width of 3.5 mm by an ISO 2075 standard test sample cutter. The thickness of 
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the test samples was measured by a digital caliper with a resolution of 0.01 mm. A 10 N load 

cell was used, and the crosshead speed was set to be 5 mm min-1. At least 5 samples were 

tested for each material.  

      Swelling tests were done by submerging freeze-dried Ca2+-MtAlg films in distilled water 

until the mass stayed constant at room temperature. The equilibrium swelling ratio was 

defined as: φ = (We – Wd)/Wd × 100%, where We and Wd represented the masses of the fully 

swollen sample and the dry sample before swelling tests, respectively, which were measured 

using an analytical balance. The fully swollen samples taken from water were gently wiped 

by tissue paper to remove the surface water and then immediately weighed. Five samples 

were tested for each material.  

      Ultraviolet-visible (UV-Vis) spectroscopy was conducted on a Perkin Elmer Lambda 900 

spectrometer with a 1 nm resolution to measure the light transmittance of Ca2+-MtAlg and 

Ca2+-Alg films in the range of 250~800 nm.  

      Solvent-sensitivity tests were achieved by submerging flat Ca2+-MtAlg films in methanol 

or acetone for 24 h. The shape-change of the films was observed in the solvent. Then the 

solvent-treated films were placed in distilled water to determine if they were able to recover 

their original shape.  

       Ca2+-MtAlg and Ca2+-Alg films were freeze-dried and fractured in liquid nitrogen for 

scanning electron microscopy (SEM). The topographic fracture surface of the samples with 

carbon coating was observed by an Inspect F FEG SEM operated at a voltage of 5 kV. The 

characteristic elements of O, Si and Ca were detected by energy dispersive X-ray analysis 

(EDX). 

      The Ca2+ content in the nanocomposite films was estimated by thermogravimetric 

analysis (TGA) using a Pyris 1 TGA instrument (PerkinElmer). The dry samples were used 
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for the analysis under the protection of N2 gas flow of 20 ml min-1. The heating range was 

from 25 oC ~ 800 oC with a heating rate of 20 oC min-1.  

 

3. Results and discussion 

3.1. Formation and structure of Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite films 

      As seen in Scheme 1 (a), Ca2+-MtAlg films were synthesised following mainly four steps. 

First, the Mt dispersion and Alg solution were mixed and stirred to achieve a fine Mt-Alg 

adsorption and dispersion. Secondly, nacre-like MtAlg films were fabricated by solution 

casting, and Mt edge-Alg electrostatic interaction, Mt-Alg hydrogen bonding, together with 

the large specific surface area of Mt (Zlopasa et al., 2015), helped to form layered structure. 

Thirdly, MtAlg films were swollen in the CaCl2 solution and Ca2+ crosslinked Alg chains to 

form Ca2+-MtAlg. As a result, G blocks of Alg chains were crosslinked by divalent Ca2+ to 

form “egg-box” structure (George and Abraham, 2006; Liang et al., 2016). Some Ca2+ were 

also adsorbed onto the surface of Mt layers (Brevik and Burgess, 2012; Rytwo et al., 1996). 

At last, the excess Ca2+ were washed off by distilled water. The structure of Ca2+-MtAlg 

could be further depicted by XRD, FTIR, SEM and EDX as shown in Scheme 1 (b & c), 

Figure 1 and Table 1. 
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Scheme 1. (a) Schematic illustration of the synthesis of Ca2+-MtAlg, (b) hydrogen bonding 
between Mt and Alg, and (c) the chemical structure of crosslinked Ca2+-Alg blocks.  
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Fig. 1. (a) XRD traces of Mt, Alg and their nanocomposites with and without Ca2+, as well as 
Ca2+-Alg; (b) FTIR spectra of Mt, Alg and their nanocomposites with and without Ca2+; EDX 
graphs taken from the cross-sectional surface of (c) Ca2+-Alg, (d) Ca2+-Mt2Alg8, (e) Ca2+-
Mt3Alg7, and (f) Ca2+-Mt5Alg5 (scale bar: 10 µm); (g) TGA curves of Mt, Alg, Ca2+-Alg 
and Alg nanocomposites; and SEM images of the cross-sectional surface of freeze-dried (h) 
Ca2+-Alg, (i) Ca2+-Mt2Alg8, (j) Ca2+-Mt3Alg7, and (k) Ca2+-Mt5Alg5. 
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Table 1. Diffraction angles, basal plane spacings, mass remain and estimated Ca2+ contents 
of Mt, Alg and their nanocomposites with and without Ca2+. 

 

      The Mt dispersion in the freeze-dried Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite films could be depicted 

by Figure 1 (a), Table 1 and Scheme 1 (a). According to Bragg’s law (Bragg and Bragg, 

1913), the distinctive peak reflection at 2θ = 7.1o of the neat Mt showed that its interlayer 

spacing, d001 peak value was 1.23 nm (Chen and Evans, 2004). Neither Alg nor Ca2+-Alg 

displayed any characteristic reflection from 2o to 20o because they did not contain any Mt. 

The Mt/Alg nanocomposites with or without Ca2+ showed a greater d001 value than that of the 

neat Mt. These results indicated that Alg chains were inserted into the interlayer space of Mt, 

forming intercalated nanostructure (Abdollahi et al., 2013; Alboofetileh et al., 2013; Liang et 

al., 2016). Ca2+-Mt2Alg8 displayed slightly a higher d001 peak value than those of Mt3Alg7, 

Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 and Ca2+-Mt5Alg5, probably due to the higher Alg content of Ca2+-Mt2Alg8. 

Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 showed a slightly larger d001 peak value than Mt3Alg7, implying that the 

interlayer spacing of Mt layers in Ca2+-MtAlg was further expanded after fully swollen in 

CaCl2 solution. Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 and Ca2+-Mt5Alg5 showed the same d001 peak value, 

indicating that the increase of Mt/Alg mass ratio from 3:7 to 1:1 had no influence on the 

intercalation of Alg into Mt layers in the Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposites.          

Samples θ (001) 
reflection / 
o 

θ (001) 
reflection 
peak / o 

d(001) range 
/ nm 

d(001) 
peak / 
nm 

Mass remain 
at 800 oC / 
wt.% 

Estimated 
content of 
Ca2+ for 
crosslinking 
Alg / wt.% 

Estimated 
content of Ca2+ 
adsorbed onto 
Mt / wt.% 

Mt 2.9~4.1 3.5 1.52~1.08 1.23 91.3 - - 

Alg  -  - 27.7 - - 

Ca2+-Alg  -  - 23.7 3.1 - 

Ca2+-Mt2Alg8 1.2~2.5 1.6 1.77~3.67 2.76 43.4 2.2 3.4 

Mt3Alg7 1.8~3.2 2.5 1.38~2.45 1.77 - - - 

Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 1.2~3.1 2.1 1.42~3.67 2.10 50.8 1.9 4.3 

Ca2+-Mt5Alg5 1.3~3.0 2.1 1.47~3.39 2.10 60.9 1.4 2.9 
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      As seen from Figure 1 (b) and Scheme 1 (b), ample hydrogen bonds could form between 

Mt and Alg for MtAlg and Ca2+-MtAlg. The peaks at 3290 cm−1 were characteristic for the C-

OH groups of Alg. For MtAlg and Ca2+-MtAlg, this peak was suppressed compared to that of 

Alg because of hydrogen bonding between the C-OH groups of Alg and the Si-O groups of 

Mt surface (Kevadiya et al., 2010; Abdollahi et al., 2013; Mu et al., 2015; Liang et al., 2016). 

Besides, Mt edge could also interact with Alg, through hydrogen bonding between the 

hydroxyl groups on the Mt edge and carbonyl groups of Alg (Alboofetileh et al., 2013; Liang 

et al., 2016; Wu et al., 2016; Zlopasa et al., 2016). For Mt, the FTIR peak at 3625 cm-1 was 

characteristic for hydroxyl groups. This peak disappeared in Ca2+-Mt2Alg8 and Mt3Alg7, 

while it shifted to a lower wavenumber in Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 and Ca2+-Mt5Alg5. It was known 

from the previous work (Qiu et al., 2014) that the formation of Mt-Alg hydrogen bonding 

made the –OH peak of Mt shift to a lower wavenumber, and a high mass content of Alg (≥ 

60%) could make this peak disappear (Kevadiya et al., 2010). Meanwhile, there was a peak at 

1590 cm-1 characteristic for COO- asymmetric stretch of Alg chains (Kevadiya et al., 2010; 

Qiu et al., 2014). This peak shifted to a higher wavenumber in Mt/Alg nanocomposites. 

These FTIR results confirm the formation of ample hydrogen bonds between Alg chains and 

Mt layers as shown in Scheme 1 (b) (Kevadiya et al., 2010; Qiu et al., 2014). 

      For Alg and MtAlg73, there was a peak at 1406 cm-1 which was characteristic for COO- 

symmetric stretch of Alg chains (Lawrie et al., 2007; Sartori et al., 1997). When both 

asymmetric (1590 cm-1) and symmetric (1406 cm-1) COO- peaks for Ca2+-Alg and Ca2+-

MtAlg shifted to higher wavenumbers, it indicated the ionic crosslinking and the formation of 

“egg-box” structure between Ca2+ and carboxyl groups of two neighbouring Alg chains 

(Sartori et al., 1997). As for the “egg-box” structure of G blocks, Alg chains were folded and 

formed a dense and hydrophobic part as shown in Scheme 1 (c) (Yu et al., 2009). Once Ca2+ 

was introduced to replace Na+ of Alg, the charge density, the radius and the atomic mass of 
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the cations were altered so that a peak shift was detected (Daemi and Barikani, 2012; Sartori 

et al., 1997). 

      The presence of Ca2+ in Ca2+-Alg and Ca2+-MtAlg was confirmed by EDX as shown in 

Figure 1 (c-f). O, characteristic for Alg and Mt layers, was detected for all the samples. For 

Ca2+-Alg, Ca2+ serving as the crosslinker of Alg was presented while Si characteristic for Mt 

layers was absent as expected. For Ca2+-MtAlg, Si characteristic for Mt layers was also 

presented. The detected Ca2+ was due to Ca2+-Alg crosslinking and adsorption of Ca2+ onto 

Mt layers. 

      According to Figure 1 (g) and Table 1, Mt displayed a mass loss of 8.7% at 800 oC 

because of the loss of water inside the galleries and hydroxyl groups of crystalline lattices 

(Lagaly et al., 2006; Wu and Chen, 2014). The main residue of the decomposed Alg when 

heated to 700 oC was Na2CO3, showing a mass remain of 27.7% similar to the result 

previously reported (Soares et al., 2004). When it came to Ca2+-crosslinked Alg, CaO was 

obtained as the remaining material when heated to 700 oC (Kong et al., 2009). Therefore, 

Na+/Ca2+ molar ratio of Ca2+-Alg could be determined as 4.6 and the mass content of Ca2+ in 

dry Ca2+-Alg was calculated to be 3.1% (Supplementary Materials). Similarly, the content of 

Ca2+ in dry Ca2+-MtAlg was also deducted. Ca2+ in Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite films came 

from not only the Ca2+-crosslinked Alg but also the Ca2+ adsorbed onto the Mt surface. Ca2+ 

was bound with Mt layers through either electrostatic interaction, or formation of a complex 

between CaCl+ and the hydroxyl groups on the Mt surface (Brevik and Burgess, 2012; Rytwo 

et al., 1996). Mass fraction of Ca2+ for crosslinking Alg in the dry films was in the order of 

Ca2+-Mt2Alg8 > Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 > Ca2+-Mt5Alg5, which was proportional to the Alg mass 

content. However, mass fraction of Ca2+ adsorbed onto Mt layers in the dry films was in the 

order of Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 > Ca2+-Mt2Alg8 > Ca2+-Mt5Alg5, in which Ca2+-Mt5Alg5 with the 

highest Mt mass content displayed the lowest Ca2+ adsorption. This was probably because the 
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high content of Mt layers in Mt5Alg5 stacked more closely than those in Mt3Alg7 and thus 

the diffusion of Ca2+ was impeded during submersion in CaCl2 solution.  

      The microstructure of freeze-dried Ca2+-crosslinked hydrogel films could be observed by 

SEM in Figure 1 (h-k). On the cross-sectional surface of Ca2+-Alg, there were highly dense 

layers of Ca2+-crosslinked Alg shown as dark blocks, and loosely contacted and unconnected 

Alg chains shown as bright threads. This feature resulted from polymer folding and separate 

phases of polymer layers, forming inhomogeneous microstructure by the means of external 

gelation (Al-Remawi, 2012). 

      When it came to Ca2+-Mt2Alg8, there were no obvious loose polymer threads because of 

the adsorption of Alg chains onto Mt layers by montmorillonite edge-Alg electrostatic 

interaction and hydrogen bonding (Abdollahi et al., 2013; Zlopasa et al., 2015). As with a 

previous research (Abdollahi et al., 2013), the smoothness of the surface reduced with the 

incorporation of Mt layers.  

      As for Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 and Ca2+-Mt5Alg5, with the enhanced Mt content compared to that 

of Ca2+-Mt2Alg8, typical nacre-like structure with ordered alignment of Mt chunks was 

displayed, confirming that with a high Mt mass content ≥ 20%, Alg is capable of forming 

nacre-like microstructure by solution casting method (Liang et al., 2016; Zlopasa et al., 2015). 

Unlike the previously reported Mt/Alg/Ca2+ nanocomposite films (Liang et al., 2016) which 

displayed dense alignment, there were some pores embedded in between the orientated 

lamellae of Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 because it was fully swollen in water, forming Ca2+-crosslinked 

hydrogels before freeze-drying. After freeze-drying, porous structure was preserved like 

some other dehydrated Ca2+-Alg hydrogels without Mt reported in the literature (de Moura et 

al., 2005).  

      Comparing Ca2+-Mt5Alg5 with Ca2+-Mt3Alg7, the former displayed significant pull-out 

of Mt chunks which was common in many nacre-mimicking materials (Das et al., 2015) 
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while the latter did not. This implied that some Mt layers on the fracture surface of Ca2+-

Mt5Alg5 were pulled out when the samples were fractured in liquid nitrogen (Hao et al., 

2016). At a high content of clay mineral, when the clay mineral aspect ratio was lower than 

1000 and polymer chains were interlocked with Mt layers, nacre-mimicking materials tended 

to break in this “pull-out” way (Das et al., 2015; Hao et al., 2016). However, Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 

only had a few pull-out layers. This was originated from the chemical composition, which 

could be confirmed by thermogravimetric analysis and swelling tests. On one hand, the water 

mass percentages in the fully swollen Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 and Ca2+-Mt5Alg5 were known as 0.27 

and 0.35, respectively. Like many nanocomposite hydrogels, as the polymer chains were 

extended and the crosslinking density reduced during swelling, the swollen nanocomposite 

hydrogels became weak (Su et al., 2017). So due to the low water content of Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 

nanocomposite hydrogel films, they were mechanically stronger than Ca2+-Mt5Alg5, 

impeding the Mt pull-out. On the other hand, from Figure 1 (g), Table 1 and Supplementary 

Materials, the mass ratios of Alg chains “(C6H7O6)n”, Mt layer of 

“Na0.41Al3.53Mg0.46Si8O20(OH)4” and Ca2+ for Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 and  Ca2+-Mt5Alg5 calculated 

from TGA were 8.76:2.46:1 and 9.52:6.25:1, respectively. Comparing Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 and 

Ca2+-Mt5Alg5, the higher Ca2+/Mt ratio of the former resulted in a stronger Ca2+-Mt 

electrostatic interaction and higher crosslinking density, improving the mechanical properties 

and hindering the Mt pull-out. Besides, the former might have more Mt edge-Alg 

electrostatic bonds and Mt-Alg hydrogen bonds due to its lower Mt/Alg ratio, also increasing 

the crosslinking density and inhibiting the Mt pull-out (Yao et al., 2017). 

      Besides, there was no obvious porous structure found in Ca2+-Mt5Alg5 and its 

microstructure was relatively compact compared to that of Ca2+-Mt3Alg7. This was probably 

due to the higher Mt content of Ca2+-Mt5Alg5 than that of Ca2+-Mt3Alg7. In Ca2+-Mt5Alg5, 

because of the higher Mt content, the interaction between the adjacent Mt layers was higher 
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than that in Ca2+-Mt3Alg7. Therefore, despite of using a freeze-drying process, the freeze-

dried Ca2+-Mt5Alg5 failed to keep the porous structure of the Ca2+-crosslinked hydrogels, 

unlike Ca2+-Mt3Alg7, but showed more ordered and compact structure instead (Das et al., 

2017). 

 

3.2. Mechanical properties of  Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposites 

      The mechanical properties and swelling behavours of Ca2+-Mt2Alg8, Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 and 

Ca2+-Mt5Alg5 were shown in Figure 2 (a) and Table 2, respectively.  
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Fig. 2. Typical tensile stress-strain curves of the (a) hydrated films and (b) dry films, (c) the 
as-prepared samples could withstand (d) bending, and (e) twisting without permanent 
deformation. (scale bar: 25 mm)  

 
Table 2. Tensile properties of the swollen and dry nanocomposite films 

Samples Young’s 
modulus / 
MPa 

Tensile 
strength / MPa 

Strain at 
break 

Toughness 
/ MJ m-3 

 

Equilibrium 
swelling 
ratio / φ 

Ca2+-Mt5Alg5 277 ± 27 9.3 ± 0.3 0.07 ± 0.01 
 

0.38 ± 0.12 0.55 ± 0.03 

Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 412 ± 16 28 ± 1.0 0.10 ± 0.01 1.8 ± 0.4 0.37 ± 0.01 
Ca2+-Mt2Alg8 58 ± 2 5.8 ± 0.1 0.20 ± 0.01 0.69 ± 0.03 0.62 ± 0.02 
D-Ca2+-Alg 670 ± 30 24 ± 2 0.03 ± 0.01 0.50 ± 0.02 - 
Mt3Alg7 2080 ± 90 85 ± 5 0.09 ± 0.01 4.3 ± 0.4 - 
D-Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 2650 ± 140 101 ± 7 0.06 ± 0.01 4.8 ± 0.2 - 
 

     As seen from Figure 2 (a, c-e), even fully swollen, Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite films 

were very stable, strong and flexible. The swelling ratios of the films displayed an 

inverse order as Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 > Ca2+-Mt5Alg5 > Ca2+-Mt2Alg8 in Table 2. The films 

displayed a low strain at break no more than 0.20. As for the swelling ratio, it was in the same 

order as that of mass fraction of the Ca2+ adsorbed onto Mt layers, indicating that these 

adsorbed Ca2+ dominated the swelling behaviour of Ca2+-MtAlg. In terms of mechanical 

properties, with incorporation of 30 wt.% Mt, the swollen nanocomposite hydrogel films 

could reach a Young’s modulus of 412 MPa and a tensile strength of 28 MPa, which were 

significantly higher than those of films with 20 wt.% or 50 wt.% of Mt. Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 

displayed remarkably distinctive mechanical properties from those of Ca2+-Mt2Alg8 and 

Ca2+-Mt5Alg5. This was closely related to the microstructure discussed below. Fully swollen 

Ca2+-Alg films were not tested because they were too weak to test. Comparing the fully 

swollen films with or without the incorporation of Mt suggested that even after full swelling, 

the in situ crosslinked Alg network helped to preserve montmorillonite edge-Alg electrostatic 

interaction and ample Mt-Alg hydrogen bonds, despite the electrorepulsion between 

negatively charged Alg chains and Mt surfaces as mentioned before (Liang et al., 2016; 

Zlopasa et al., 2015). Unlike the brittle Ca2+-Alg ionic network of Ca2+-Alg (Sun et al., 2012), 
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the montmorillonite edge-Alg electrostatic bonds and ample Mt-Alg hydrogen bonds in Ca2+-

MtAlg nanocomposite hydrogel films increased the crosslinking density strengthening the 

nanocomposite hydrogel films (Wu et al., 2016). Besides, Ca2+-Mt electrostatic interaction 

also played an important role in the mechanical properties of Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite 

hydrogel films.  

      Comparing Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 with Ca2+-Mt2Alg8, on one hand, the former displayed an over 

6-fold higher Young’s modulus and nearly 4 times higher tensile strength than the latter. First, 

the lower swelling ratio of Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 also contributed to the higher Young’s modulus 

and tensile strength because water softened polymer chains and reduced the mechanical 

performance for clay mineral-polymer nanocomposite films (Wu and Chen, 2014; Wu et al., 

2014). Secondly, when positively charged Ca2+ were adsorbed onto the negatively charged 

Mt layers, they interacted by the electrostatic attraction. So when a higher amount of Ca2+ 

was adsorbed onto Mt in Ca2+-Mt3Alg7, the electrostatic attraction increased and led to an 

enhanced crosslinking density, Young’s modulus and tensile strength (Segad et al., 2010). 

Thirdly, the higher Mt/Alg mass ratio of Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 might provide more montmorillonite 

edge-Alg electrostatic bonds and Mt-Alg hydrogen bonds than that of Ca2+-Mt2Alg8, further 

increasing the crosslinking density as well as its mechanical performance. On the other hand, 

Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 displayed half of the strain at break of Ca2+-Mt2Alg8 due to its lower content 

of flexible Alg chains and higher crosslinking density in the nanocomposite hydrogel film. 

      Comparing Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 with Ca2+-Mt5Alg5, the former displayed higher Young’s 

modulus, tensile strength and strain at break. As discussed before, the higher swelling ratio of 

Ca2+-Mt5Alg5 deteriorated the mechanical properties compared to those of Ca2+-Mt3Alg7. 

Also while the Mt content was higher, the reduced content of Ca2+ adsorbed onto Mt layers in 

Ca2+-Mt5Alg5 declined its crosslinking density and mechanical properties compared to those 

of Ca2+-Mt3Alg7.  
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      In comparison, after being immersed in water for a period, Mt3Alg7 films and A-

Mt3Alg7Gly1.75 films were mostly dissolved. Ca2+-Mt3Alg97 and L-Mt3Alg7-Ca2+ films 

were insoluble in water and only swelled. The latter two became as weak as wet paper and 

could not be tensile tested. These phenomena could be attributed to the absence of ionic 

crosslinking by Ca2+ in Mt3Alg7 and A-Mt3Alg7Gly1.75, the low Mt content in Ca2+-

Mt3Alg97 and the different synthetic method of L-Ca2+-Mt3Alg7. As for L-Ca2+-Mt3Alg7, 

vacuum filtration was used for preparation, which tended to give rise to a denser alignment of 

Mt layers than those prepared by solution casting (Yao et al., 2010). Despite its compact 

microstructure, L-Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 was obtained from prior crosslinked Alg slurry, rather than 

by in situ crosslinking of Alg by Ca2+ with the presence of aligned Mt layers in the case of 

Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite films that led to a continuously crosslinked and more 

homogeneous network. So when fully swollen, it was likely for the more homogeneous 

network in Ca2+-MtAlg to work better in stabilising the network and showing superior 

mechanical properties than the physically compressed laminae in L-Ca2+-Mt3Alg7. 

      In order to further understand the relation between the microstructure and the mechanical 

properties of Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite films, some relevant dry materials including 

Mt3Alg7, D-Ca2+-Alg and D-Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 were investigated.  

      As seen from Figure 2 (b) and Table 2, D-Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 behaved like many other nacre-

like materials with a high Young’s modulus and a low strain at break (Liang et al., 2016; 

Podsiadlo et al., 2007; Yao et al., 2010). Comparing D-Ca2+-Alg with either Mt3Alg7 or D-

Ca2+-Mt3Alg7, the incorporation of Mt significantly increased the mechanical properties 

including Young’s modulus, tensile strength and strain at break. Stiff Mt layers (Chen and 

Evans, 2006) were known to effectively enhance Young’s modulus of clay mineral/polymer 

nanocomposites. With the efficient load transfer from Alg matrix to Mt layers by Mt edge-

Alg electrostatic interaction, Mt-Alg hydrogen bonding and continuously Ca2+ crosslinked 
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Alg chains in the presence of Mt layers (Liang et al., 2016; Zlopasa et al., 2015), significant 

strengthening effect of Mt layers was presented like the previously reported Mt/Alg 

nanocomposites (Abdollahi et al., 2013; Alboofetileh et al., 2013; Liang et al., 2016). 

Comparing D-Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 with Mt3Alg7, the former displayed a 27% higher Young’s 

modulus, 19% higher tensile strength and lower strain at break, confirming that the 

incorporation of Ca2+ strengthened the material by crosslinking Alg and interacting with Mt 

layers electrostatically (Liang et al., 2016; Segad et al., 2010; Sun et al., 2012). Compared to 

L-Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 at the same Mt loading and with a tensile strength of 240 MPa and an 

energy at break of 6 MJ m-3 (Liang et al., 2016), D-Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 showed a lower tensile 

strength and energy at break. This was due to the more compact microstructure of L-Ca2+-

Mt3Alg7 originated from the different processing methods as discussed before. 

      In summary, the fully swollen Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite hydrogel films prepared in this 

work displayed an incredibly high Young’s modulus up to 412 MPa and a tensile strength up 

to 28 MPa. To the authors’ knowledge, the mechanical properties of fully swollen clay 

mineral/Alg nanocomposites have never been reported before, because they were either 

partially soluble in water or too weak to mechanically test (Abdollahi et al., 2013; 

Alboofetileh et al., 2013; Liang et al., 2016; Vale et al., 2005). Apart from Mt/Alg 

nanocomposites, the tensile strength of fully swollen Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 was also higher than that 

of some wet films reported before such as L-3,4-dihydroxyphenylalanine crosslinked 

chitosan immersed in phosphate buffered saline solution for 3 h (18 MPa) (Oh and Hwang, 

2013), and chitosan-cellulose nanofibril nanocomposite films swollen in distilled water (12 

MPa) (Wu et al., 2014). The high tensile strength of fully swollen Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 was 

attributed to the low equilibrium swelling ratio, optimal chemical composition, high 

crosslinking density, montmorillonite edge-Alg electrostatic interaction, ample Mt-Alg 

hydrogen bonds, strong Ca2+-Mt interaction and its aligned microstructure. Ca2+-MtAlg 
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nanocomposite hydrogel films with excellent mechanical properties would be promising in 

the load-bearing aquatic applications, such as artificial membranes and tissue 

repair/reconstruction (Alboofetileh et al., 2013; Liang et al., 2016; Vale et al., 2005). 

 

3.3. Optical properties of Ca2+-Alg and Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite films 

      As-prepared swollen Ca2+-Alg and Ca2+-MtAlg films with a thickness of 50-77 µm were 

tested by recording the transmittance within the range 250-800 nm as shown in Figure 3 (a) 

and Table S1 (See Supplementary Materials, Page S6, Table S1).  
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Fig. 3. (a) UV–Vis spectra of Ca2+-Alg and Ca2+-MtAlg films, and (b) image shows clearly 
the University of Sheffield logo beneath the circular Ca2+-Alg and Ca2+-MtAlg films 
highlighted by red circles. 
       

      Like some previously reported Mt/Alg nanocomposite films (Alboofetileh et al., 2013; 

Tezcan et al., 2012), Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite hydrogel films could effectively reduce the 

transmittance of UV light. At the wavelength of 400 nm, Ca2+-Alg had a fairly high 

transmittance of 96.2% while Ca2+-MtAlg had a significant blocking effect to the light. At the 
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wavelength of 320 nm, Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 and Ca2+-Mt5Alg5 displayed a fairly low light 

transmittance of 8.6% and 2.8% respectively, while Ca2+-Alg could still let 82.2% of light go 

through. This was due to the blocking effect of the Mt-Alg phases with the lateral dimension 

larger than 400 nm, implying that Ca2+-MtAlg films were effective in blocking ultraviolet 

light (wavelength ≤ 400 nm). It is known that solar ultraviolet radiation is harmful to human 

and animal skin (Armstrong and Kricker, 2001; de Gruijl et al., 2001; Ichihashi et al., 2003). 

Especially, ultraviolet B with a wavelength from 290 nm to 320 nm is more responsible to 

mutation and skin cancer than ultraviolet A with a wavelength from 320 nm to 400 nm 

(Ichihashi et al., 2003). So combined with the biocompatibility of Alg (Kim et al., 2011), 

Ca2+-MtAlg could be promising in the applications of UV-proof skin care.  

      As seen from Figure 3 (b), the text “The University” underneath Ca2+-MtAlg films could 

be still seen clearly. Because the length of Mt single layers as well as intercalated clay 

mineral tactoids (mostly in the range of 40-280 nm) (Chen and Evans, 2004; Chen and Evans, 

2006; Su and Chen, 2018) were mostly smaller than the wavelength of visible light (400-700 

nm), Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite films with intercalated and/or exfoliated Mt layers did not 

have a big blocking effect on the visible light passage (Abdollahi et al., 2013; Alboofetileh et 

al., 2013; Liang et al., 2016; Tezcan et al., 2012). At the wavelength of 800 nm, Ca2+-Alg 

was highly transparent with a high light transmittance of 98.9% while the light transmittance 

decreased as the Mt content increased. This was quite common in Alg nanocomposite films 

(Abdollahi et al., 2013; Alboofetileh et al., 2013; Tezcan et al., 2012). The in situ crosslinked 

Alg network and ample Mt-Alg hydrogen bonds brought in large continuous Mt/Alg phases. 

Some of Mt/Alg phases were of large dimension reaching the wavelength of visible light and 

thus caused the reduced transparency (Liang et al., 2016; Rhim, 2011).  
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3.4. Solvent sensitivity 

      Alg, with a high polarity and high molecular weight, is insoluble in alcohols or acetone, 

and it can only be dissolved in water (Pawar and Edgar, 2012). As the methanol-water or 

acetone-water binding force is higher than alginate-water binding force, either methanol or 

acetone tends to extract water from Ca2+-crosslinked Alg hydrogels, resulting in significant 

shape responsivities of the hydrogels to alcohols or acetone (Lee and Mooney, 2012; Mu et 

al., 2015; Wan et al., 1992). The solvent-sensitivity tests in methanol and acetone were 

conducted and the results were shown in Figure 4 (a-f). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4. Solvent-sensitive behaviours of Ca2+-MtAlg in methanol or acetone: (a) Ca2+-
Mt2Alg8, (b) Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 and (c) Ca2+-Mt5Alg5, (top) fully swollen in water, (middle) 
then put in methanol for 24 h, and (bottom) put back in water for another 4 h; (d) Ca2+-
Mt2Alg8, (e) Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 and (f) Ca2+-Mt5Alg5, (top) fully swollen in water, (middle) 
then put in acetone for 24 h and (bottom) put back in water for another 4 h; and schematic 
illustration of dehydration of (g) L-Ca2+-Mt3Alg7, and (h) Ca2+-MtAlg. 
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      From Figure 4 (a-c), it was discovered that for methanol-treated Ca2+-MtAlg, the films 

were dehydrated slightly without obviously changing the shape. Ca2+-Mt2Alg8 slightly 

curved on the edges while Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 and Ca2+-Mt5Alg5 hardly changed their shape. This 

was different from the previous result (Liang et al., 2016), in which significant shape change 

was observed by the L-Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 films. The reason for the different solvent sensitivity 

could be attributed to the different microstructure as illustrated in Figure 4 (g & h). Because 

of the dense alignment of Mt layers by vacuum filtration (Yao et al., 2010), the movement of 

Alg chains in L-Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 was highly restricted by Mt layers. Once the interlayer water 

was removed by methanol, Alg chains coiled, carrying Mt layers to reorient. However, as for 

Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite hydrogel films, because the microstructure derived by solution 

casting and full swelling was less dense than that of L-Ca2+-Mt3Alg7, the long free Alg 

chains in between the adjacent Mt layers coiled without the reorientation of Mt layers and 

gave rise to a much smaller shape change. Therefore, Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite hydrogel 

films displayed better shape stability when in contact with methanol than L-Ca2+-Mt3Alg7. 

      When it came to acetone, as shown in Figure 4 (d-f), the films were highly 

dehydrated and Ca2+-Mt2Alg8 coiled strongly in a few seconds, but still could recover 

its shape quickly in a few seconds when put back into distilled water (Video S1 and S2 

in the Supplementary Materials). This was in accordance with the previous research 

for shape responses of Ca2+-crosslinked Alg hydrogels to different organic solvents 

(Torres et al., 2011). It was due to the large dipole movements of acetone, which made 

it possible for the negatively charged dipole and positively charged dipole of the same 

molecule to separate (Linstrom and Mallard, 2001). Acetone was able to attack 

positively charged Ca2+ by its negatively charged dipole. When some Ca2+ was 

dissociated from the –COO-Ca-OOC- crosslinking points, the originally crosslinked 

Alg chains were free to coil so that more water was extracted by acetone than 
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methanol (Torres et al., 2011). In this case, Ca2+-Mt2Alg8 films shrank more and 

displayed a denser microstructure than those in methanol, making it possible for Mt to 

reorient and significantly bend. However, for Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 and Ca2+-Mt5Alg5, they 

did not coil in acetone as did Ca2+-Mt2Alg8 but only slightly crumbled at the edges. 

This was probably due to the higher content of Alg in Ca2+-Mt2Alg8 than the other 

two as it meant more polymer coils and thus more reshaping when the interlayer water 

was partially removed.   

      No matter whether methanol or acetone was used for treating Ca2+-MtAlg films, 

when they were put back in distilled water, they became soft quickly and fully 

recovered their original state in 4 h, indicating shape-memory effect. In summary, the 

shape of Ca2+-MtAlg films was stable in either methanol or acetone except for the case 

of Ca2+-Mt2Alg8 in acetone, in which it coiled strongly. All the treated films 

recovered their original state after being putting back in distilled water for 4 h. 

Compared to L-Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 and Ca2+-Mt2Alg8 which displayed drastic shape 

changes in methanol or acetone (Liang et al., 2016), Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 and Ca2+-Mt5Alg5 

nanocomposite hydrogel films showed significantly better shape stability. So it is 

likely for these two nanocomposite hydrogel films to serve in organic solvent-rich 

environments such as alcohol processing or organic wastewater treatment. The 

sensitivity of Ca2+-Mt2Alg8 nanocomposite hydrogel film to acetone may enable it to 

serve as a detector of acetone. 

 

4. Conclusions 

      Nacre-like Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite films were synthesised by solution casting Mt/Alg 

dispersion followed by immersion in a CaCl2 solution. With the help of Ca2+ crosslinked Alg, 

Mt edge-Alg electrostatic interaction, Mt-Alg hydrogen bonding, electrostatic interaction 
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between Ca2+ and Mt layers and the aligned microstructure, Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite 

hydrogel films, even after fully swelling, could reach a high Young’s modulus of 412 MPa, a 

high tensile strength of 28 MPa and a high toughness of 1.81 MJ m-3. These results confirm 

that Alg chains have been successfully crosslinked by Ca2+ in the presence of the high 

content of Mt for Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite hydrogel films, showing layered microstructure 

and excellent mechanical properties even after fully swollen, which are remarkable and 

significantly different from the previously reported Alg nanocomposite films which were 

either soluble in water or extremely weak when fully swollen. The excellent mechanical 

properties make it possible for Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite hydrogel films to serve as 

structural materials in the aquatic environment, such as artificial membranes and medical 

implants.  

      Besides, it is proved that the optical properties of Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite hydrogel 

films differ with the different Mt/Alg ratios. All the films displayed acceptable transparency 

despite the high content of Mt. Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 and Ca2+-Mt5Alg5 also showed excellent 

barrier effect on ultraviolet transmittance. So Ca2+-Mt3Alg7 and Ca2+-Mt5Alg5 are highly 

promising in the applications of skin care or other aquatic usages such as UV-proof breeding 

box for raising some UV-sensitive aquatic creatures (De Mora et al., 2000). Furthermore, it is 

confirmed that solvent sensitivity of Ca2+-MtAlg nanocomposite hydrogel films can be 

significantly altered by the different Mt/Alg ratios. When contacting with an organic solvent, 

only Ca2+-Mt2Alg8 was very sensitive to acetone. Unlike the previously reported Ca2+-Alg 

systems, the others only slightly dehydrated and crumbled in either methanol or acetone, 

illustrating nice shape stability. All the films recovered their original shape quickly when put 

back in the aquatic environment, indicating excellent shape-memory property. So Ca2+-

Mt3Alg7 and Ca2+-Mt5Alg5 could be also used as structural materials in the organic solvent-

rich environment while Ca2+-Mt2Alg8 could serve as an acetone-sensitive material.  
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